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hands are to be  represented in the attitude  of imparting
benediction (16). The image of Narasingha is to be furnished
with four handc, the two holding the celestial ring weapon and
the ccnch  shell, and the other two engaged in tearing open
the entrails of the  great demon   (17).    The  Baraha or the
Boar ir.carnation of Vishnu shall be possessed of   four hands,
in   one   of  which    he   shall   hold  the   serpent   Vasukz\  the
left or 5 holding the earth.    The goddess Lakshmi should   be
represented as sitting  at  his  feet,  and  the earth also as
falH £ prostrate  thereat.    The celestial  bird  Garuda,  who
holds  the  whole  universe  bound  up  in  charm, should be
located on the right side of the god's statue,  and  should   be
provided with four couples  of arms,   the   right  hands  hold-
ing the   weapons    known   as   Chakra>    sword,   mace   and
Ankuska, and the left arras carrying the  weapons  and  the
divine emblems of concb chell, lotus flower, Gada and pasha
(noose).    The images of Lakshmi and Saraswati, the  former
carrying her  own  emblem  of a lotus flower, and the latter
holding the divine  harp in  her  hands,  are  to  be installed
on the  left hand  side.     And  on  the right hand side of
the statue,  the  image  of Bishvarupa is to be installed,—
Bishvarupa who has got four faces and twenty hands* those
to the  right wielding the  celestial arms known as Mudgar
(club),  Pasha   (noose),   Shakti (spear)  Skula  (pointed iron
rod) arrow, thunderbolt, sword, bell,  Damum  (small   drum),
and the  snake, and  those  on  the  left carrying the divine
conch shell, lotus flower, Gada (club), Pasha (noose), Tomara
plough, axe, stick, knife and the shield.   On the  left-hand
side install the image of the Shankaraka manifestation of
Hari, who is the destroyer of all sin and its progeny of
misery.   The God  is to be represented as endowed witfe
three eyes, being symbolical of the knowledge of the past
present and the future, and as lying afloat on his left side, over
the water of the primordial ocean, and whose tmibilical cord
like the stem of a lotus flower, has blossomed iato the foot-

